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Abstract: The goal of this article is to go over certain problems concerning teaching of 
mathematics to engineering students, based on finds paradoxical situation in both Europe and the 
North America, that although there is a spectacular expansion of mathematics in all fields of 
knowledge, including engineering, mathematical education at all levels degrades. In these 
circumstances, the question is whether widespread use of computer technology might improve the 
mathematical training of students. We give some examples that highlight both the advantages and 
disadvantages of using specialized software packages. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

  
There is a paradox developing between the 
spectacular expansion of mathematics in all 
fields of knowledge, including engineering, 
and the degradation of mathematical 
education at all levels. According to [6]: 
„Thereă isă substantială evidenceă that,ă ină
developed countries, the interest in 
mathematics during the pre 18 year old school 
career has declined sharply in the last 20 
years. In these countries, the level of 
performance in mathematics of students 
leaving high school is also subject to a 
(sometimes harsh) debate. Over the last two 
decades, this situation has already lead to 
statements about ways to alleviate these 
tendencies and initiatives to reform 
mathematicsăeducation” 
In 1989 the US attempt to reform K-12 
mathematical education by introducing 

standards and promoting with predilection the 
constructionism as teaching method resulted 
worsening. Disputes switched on curriculum, 
strategies, methods that had taken gave rise to 
the so-calledă“MathăWars” [6] [5]: 
“Thereă isă aămajoră controversyă inăK-12 math 
education. New curricula are coming into 
vogue that in large part replace the systematic 
teaching of algorithms with discovery 
learning, in which students are asked to find 
their own methods of solving problems. The 
new methods also de-emphasize 
memorization of multiplication tab les in 
favor or reliance on calculators. 
--------- 
These new curricula are bad for several 
reasons: First, the instructional methods used 
are very time consuming, and much less 
material can be covered. Also, if you develop 
your own algorithms, they may well not be as 
powerful and efficient as the standard ones. 
As a result, students come away with less 
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mastery of the material they study, and it 
takes them longer to solve new problems 
whose solution would be immediate if they 
had learned comprehensive, efficient 
algorithms.ă“ 
Later mathematicians from Canada and Great 
Britain have taken a stand against educational 
policies that promoted the same kind of 
(reformed) curriculum. There is currently no 
consensus on strategies that could be applied.  
In the meantime, financial crisis around 
Europe, has resulted in some countries 
(including Romania) in salary cuts in the 
public sector and a number of educational 
changes, such as reduction of funding, 
merging of schools and universities, increase 
of the number of students in the classroom 
[8]. In this context, engineering institution 
face many problems. For example, in 
Romania: 
- The mathematical background of students 
coming from high school are very different, 
and in recent years have become increasingly 
reduced (due to factors primarily related to 
educational policies: reducing the number of 
hours allocated  for mathematical education at 
secondary and high level school, curricula and 
textbooks, frequent "changes"). 
- At the same time the number of hours 
allocated to the disciplines of mathematics 
curricula in the fields of engineering becomes 
smaller, but the knowledge that students must 
acquire and mathematical apparatus that they 
must (or should) learn to use have become 
increasingly advanced.   
- Moreover we should mention the difficulty 
of teaching large classes with inadequate 
facilities and in some cases the increase 
teaching load (due to the reduction of 
funding).  
In these circumstances, the question is 
whether widespread use of computer 
technology might improve the mathematical 
training of students. First of all let us mention 
that there are two distinct ways in which user-
friendly of mathematical software affects 
learning and teaching in mathematics. 
According to [7], the first is that new 
technology provides opportunities for new 
approaches to teaching and learning, and the 
second is that advances in technology impact 

not only on how mathematics is taught but 
also on what mathematics is taught.  
In the next section we give some examples 
that highlight both the advantages and 
disadvantages of using specialized software 
packages. 
 
 2. MATHEMATICS 
TECHNOLOGY. MAPLE 
 
 In [7] the following risks have been 
identified when using (extensively and 
exclusively) mathematics technology: 
 -  Loss of basic capabilities 
 - Loss of connection between 
procedures and understanding 
 - Pure trial and error working style 
without thinking 
 - Toolădependenceăandă“faith” 
In this section we will illustrate the fact that 
the phrase "the result is provided by the 
computer, so it is right" it is not always true. 
In the following we exemplify, using Maple, a 
small part of the basic problems that can arise 
in numerical calculations (such kind of 
examples are usually included in many 
Numerical Methods lecture notes, see for 
instance [1]). Our motivation of using Maple 
in teaching Numerical Methods [3] and 
Optimization Methods [5] comes from its 
combination of symbolic and numerical 
computing capabilities, as well as from its 
visualization abilities of functions and 
geometric 2D/3D-objects. 
Most computers represent both integer and 
floating point numbers internally using the 
binary number system (IEEE 754 standard). 
However, to some extent it is non-intuitive for 
humans, especially for fractional numbers. 
Let us consider the binary representation of 
1/10: 
1/10ă =ă 0,0001100110011…=1,ă
10011001100110011001101…2-4. 
Thus 1/10 cannot be represented exactly in 
any finite binary system, because the 
sequence of digits must either be truncated 
(chopped) or rounded to a finite number of 
binary digits. The error produced is called the 
round-off  error due to inexact representation. 
Round-off  error is also produced by (in 
principle) every IEEE 754 operation 
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(addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
division). IEEE 754 defines two binary 
floating point representations: single 
precision, using 32 bits for each number (the 
number mantissa bits is 24, i.e. approximately 
7 decimal digits) and double precision, using 
64 bits for each number (the number mantissa 
bits is 53, i.e. approximately 15 decimal 
digits). Maple represents floating point 
numbers in decimal using a user-specified 
precision controlled by the global variable 

Digits. In order to evaluate an expression to a 
numerical value using the floating-point 
hardware of the underlying system we can use 
Maple evalhf function. The evaluation is done 
in double precision. 
The following example illustrates that the 
small round-off  error due to inexact 
representation of 1/10 in a finite binary 
system, when multiplied by the large number 
lead to a significant error: 

 
 

> f:=evalhf(1/10); z:=10^20; 
 := f 0.100000000000000004 

 := z 100000000000000000000 
> for i from 20 to 23 do z:=z*10: printf("\n%f*10^%d-10^%d = 

%f",f,i+2,i+1,evalhf(f*(z*10)-z))  end do: 
0.100000*10^22-10^21 = 0.000000 
0.100000*10^23-10^22 = 0.000000 
0.100000*10^24-10^23 = 0.000000 

0.100000*10^25-10^24 = 134217728.000000 
 We do not accidentally consider 0.. The 
fact 0.1 is not exactly representable in a 
binary finite system was the cause of an 
American Patriot Missile battery error on 
February 25, 1991 (which failed to intercept 

an incoming Iraqi Scud missile; the Scud 
struck an American Army barracks and killed 
28 soldiers [2]). 
 The preceding computations in a 
decimal system are right: 

 
> Digits:=15;  f:=evalf(1/10); z:=10^20; 

 := Digits 15  
 := f 0.100000000000000 

 := z 100000000000000000000 
> for i from 20 to 23 do z:=z*10: printf("\n%f*10^%d-10^%d= %f",f,i+2,i+1,evalf(f*(z*10)-

z)) end do: 
0.100000*10^22-10^21= 0.000000 
0.100000*10^23-10^22= 0.000000 
0.100000*10^24-10^23= 0.000000 
0.100000*10^25-10^24= 0.000000 

 
 (The Maple evalf command numerically 
evaluates expressions - floating point 
arithmetic using a decimal system with the 
precision Digits). Though these computations 
are all right, this not means that the floating 

point arithmetic implemented in Maple is 
exact. For any fixed precision and any base 
the same problems arise as with binary IEEE 
32- and 64-bit arithmetic, but for different 
data and at a different point: 

> Digits:=15; f:=evalf(1/3); z:=3^31; 
 := Digits 15  

 := f 0.333333333333333 
 := z 617673396283947 

> for i from 31 to 34 do z:=z*3: printf("\n%f*3^%d-3^%d= %f",f,i+2,i+1,evalf(f*(z*3)-z)); 
end do: 

0.333333*3^33-3^32= 0.000000 
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0.333333*3^34-3^33= 0.000000 
0.333333*3^35-3^34= 0.000000 

0.333333*3^36-3^35= -200.000000 
If we increase precision the problem disappears: 

> Digits:=16; f:=evalf(1/3); z:=3^31; 
 := Digits 16  

 := f 0.3333333333333333 
 := z 617673396283947 

> for i from 31 to 34 do z:=z*3: printf("\n%f*3^%d-3^%d= %f",f,i+2,i+1,evalf(f*(z*3)-z)); 
end do: 

0.333333*3^33-3^32= 0.000000 
0.333333*3^34-3^33= 0.000000 
0.333333*3^35-3^34= 0.000000 
0.333333*3^36-3^35= 0.000000 

But if we increase the power of 3 the problem reappears: 
> Digits:=16; f:=evalf(1/3); z:=3^33; 

 := Digits 16  
 := f 0.3333333333333333 
 := z 5559060566555523 

> for i from 33 to 36 do z:=z*3: printf("\n%f*3^%d-3^%d= %f",f,i+2,i+1,evalf(f*(z*3)-z)); 
end do: 

0.333333*3^35-3^34= 0.000000 
0.333333*3^36-3^35= 0.000000 
0.333333*3^37-3^36= 0.000000 

0.333333*3^38-3^37= -100.000000 
Of course in Maple we can use symbolic computation and thus obtain an exact result: 

> f:=1/3; z:=3^33; 

 := f
1
3  

 := z 5559060566555523 
> for i from 33 to 36 do z:=z*3: print(f*(z*3),z,f*(z*3)-z) end do: 

, ,16677181699666569 166771816996665690  
, ,50031545098999707 500315450989997070  
, ,150094635296999121 150094635296999121 0 
, ,450283905890997363 450283905890997363 0 

Another problem is the so called gradual loss of significance. Let us consider the following 
examples: 

> f:=evalhf(4/3): for i from 1 to 15 do  f:=evalhf((f-1)*4); end do:for i from 1 to 5 do  
f:=evalhf((f-1)*4); printf("\n%f",f) end do: 

1.333333 
1.333332 
1.333328 
1.333313 

 
1.333252 

and 
> f:=evalhf(4/3): for i from 1 to 25 do  f:=evalhf((f-1)*4); end do:for i from 1 to 5 do  

f:=evalhf((f-1)*4); printf("\n%f",f) end do: 
 

1.000000 
0.000000 
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-4.000000 
-20.000000 
-84.000000 

 
 We have already illustrated an 
unavoidable error that  results  from  
approximating  a  real  number (in our case a 
rational one)  that  is  not  representable  
within  a floating-point number  system, as 
well as the fact that this  error can grow 
astronomically.   
Another typical error occurs when subtracting 
two numbers x-y nearly equal in magnitude.  
Most of the leading digits are equal, so they 
disappear after the subtraction.  The 
differences of the last digits are promoted to 
the most significant digit positions.  But the 
last digits can be totally wrong (for instance, 
if the numbers are themselves subject to 
round-off  errors) and the same is the result of 
subtraction (we have a catastrophic 
cancellation).  Also devastating loss of 
precision occurs when small numbers are 
computed from large numbers. 

In the following Maple procedure we 
approximate cos(x) by a partial sum of the 
series   

n

2n

n 0

1
x

2n !






, 
using Mac Laurin Formula. The series is 

alternating and 
 

2n

n

x

2n !

      decreases to zero. 
Thus a partial sum of order n, 

sn=

  
kn

2k

k 0

1
x

2k !


, approximates cos(x) (the 
sum of the series) and the absolute value of 
the absolute error (the truncation error) is less 
than or equal to the absolute value of the first 

term omitted: 
2n 2

x

2n 2 !



 . 
 

> cosV1:=proc(x,epsilon) 
 local t, x2, i,s; 

 s:=0; i:=1; t:=1; x2:=x*x; 
 while evalf(abs(t)-epsilon)>=0 do 
 s:=s+t; t:=-t*x2/(4*i*i-2*i);i:=i+1 

 end do; 
 RETURN(s) 

 end proc; 
 

Let us also consider the function cosD obtained from the preceding procedure letting epsilon=10^(-
Digits): 

 
> cosD:=x->cosV1(x,10^(-Digits)); 

 
Let us compare the results of ou function with the cos implemented in Maple (Digits=15): 

 
> evalf(cosD(3)); 

-0.989992496600446 
> evalf(cos(3)); 

-0.989992496600445 
> cosD(3.); 

-0.989992496600445 
> cos(3.); 

-0.989992496600445 
> evalf(cosD(40)); 

-0.666938061652262 
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> evalf(cos(40)); 
-0.666938061652262 

> cosD(40.); 
41.2561115202689 

> cos(40.); 
-0.666938061652262 

 
 
 Let us note the approximation of 
cos(40.) with 41.256…Theăerrorăisădueăinăthisă
case to loss of precision that occurs when 
small numbers are added to/subtracted from 
large numbers. We remark that when the  

 
computation is symbolic (the call of 
cosD(40)), then the result is accurate. We can 
graphically illustrate these facts: 

 
> Digits:=10:plot([cosD,cos],-42..42); 

 
 

 
 

> n:=400; 
 := n 400  

> d1:=plots:-pointplot([seq([-42+84/n*i,cosD(-42+84/n*i)],i=0..n)],color=red): 
> d2:=plot(cos,-42..42,color=green): 

> plots:-display(d1,d2); 
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We can improve the procedure using the periodicity of the function cos: 
> cosV2:=proc(x,epsilon) 

local t, x2, i,s; 
s:=0; i:=1; t:=1; x2:=evalf((x-floor(x/(2*Pi))*2*Pi)*(x-floor(x/(2*Pi))*2*Pi)); 

while evalf(abs(t)-epsilon)>=0 do 
s:=s+t; t:=-evalf(t*x2/(4*i*i-2*i));i:=i+1 

od; 
RETURN(s) 

end; 
> Digits:=15: cosV2(400.,10^(-Digits)); 

-0.525296338642618 
> cos(400.); 

-0.525296338642536 
> evalf(cosV1(400,10^(-Digits))); 

-0.525296338642536 
 

Another variant is to use the Maple command sum to add the terms inside the procedure: 
> cosV3:=proc(x,epsilon) 

local t, x2, i,n,s; 
n:=1; t:=1; x2:=x*x; 

while evalf(abs(t)-epsilon)>=0 do 
s:=s+t; t:=-t*x2/(4*n*n-2*n);n:=n+1 

od; s:=sum(x2^i*(-1)^i/((2*i)!),i=0..n); 
RETURN(s) 

end; 
> evalf(cos(Pi/6+2*Pi*20)); 

0.866025403784440 
> evalf(cosV2(Pi/6+2*Pi*20,10^(-Digits))); 

0.866025403784439 
 

We end this section with an example showing 
that the visualization tools in Maple are useful 
for demonstration of results, as well as 
solving mathematical problems. Let us 
suppose that we are trying to solve the 
equation cos(x)+ln(x)+1=0 using Maple 
command fsolve. 
 

> fsolve(cos(Pi*x)+ln(x)+1,x); 
 
1.  

If we draw the function x-> cos(x)+ln(x)+1, 
we see that the equation has more solutions. 
 

> plot(cos(Pi*x)+ln(x)+1,x=0.01..8); 
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> plot(cos(Pi*x)+ln(x)+1,x=0.01..1.5); 

> fsolve(cos(Pi*x)+ln(x)+1,x=0.1); 
0.1511735638 

> fsolve(cos(Pi*x)+ln(x)+1,x=0.7); 
0.7559732308 

> fsolve(cos(Pi*x)+ln(x)+1,x=1.2); 
1.000000000 

 
3. CONCLUSIONS  
 
Using Maple in teaching Numerical Methods 
has the following advantages: 

- It is an excellent instrument to 
explain the fundamental 
differences between numerical and 
symbolic computation.  In general 
it can be used to illustrating 
mathematical concepts. 

- It helps students to recognize 
sources of errors in numerical 
computations. 

- It gives the possibility to combine 

numerical and symbolic routines 
to solve problems in engineering 
practice. 

- Graphical facilities of Maple are 
useful for 
demonstration/visualization of 
results. 

On de other hand 
- Using Maple requires learning its 

syntax.  So there is a cost of using 
Maple. 

- Also in Maple approximations can 
be computed to any precision that 
is required (by setting the global 
variable Digits), the symbolic 
computations and the theoretically 
"infinite precision" may need 
(extremely) long time for a 
response. 

- Engineering students should 
understand that mathematics 
provides useful tools and language 
for expressing various real world 
phenomena. They should learn 
about the limitations of specialized 
software programs, and they 
should be able to check the 
plausibility of program output in 
order to use it safely. 
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